Website history can be considered an emerging discipline at the intersection between media history and internet history. in this discipline, the individual website is regarded as the unifying entity of the historical analysis rather than the internet or the Web. Writing the history of a website involves using many sources and methods similar to those used in writing the history of any other media type. But one document type requires special attention: the archived website. This is so because the problems involved in finding, collecting and preserving the website are different from those characterizing the archiving of other types of traces of human activity, including other media types. The primary problem is that the actual act of finding, collecting and preserving changes the website that was on the live web in a number of ways, thus creating a unique version of it and not simply a copy. The present article sets out, first, to discuss to what extent the archived website can be considered a new type of historical document and how its characteristics affect the task of the website historian who must later use it; second, the article discusses and attempts to formulate some methodological principles, rules and recommendations for a future critical textual philology of the website.
Introduction
Website history can be considered an emerging discipline at the intersection between media history and internet history. in this discipline, the individual website is regarded as the unifying entity of the historical analysis rather than the internet or the Web.
Website history is a natural part of existing media history; the website can partly be seen as the latest acquisition in the history of co-evolving types of media, from print and analogue media to a whole range of digital media, and website history can partly focus on the same analytical domains as existing media histories have done throughout the years, such as institutional analysis, reception studies, studies of media culture and text analysis in a broad sense (analysis of individual programmes, genres, flow, range of programmes, etc.)
1 However, to some extent the traditional conceptual frameworks need to be re-evaluated. 2 Website history is also an integral part of both the internet and Web history. internet history can be considered the broadest category -covering the history of, for instance, email, usenet, mailing lists, irC etc. -while web history is a sub-discipline within in-ternet history dealing with the history of the Web as such, the bloggosphere and so on. 3 Website history, for its part, is a sub-discipline of Web history, and its subjects coincide at least in part with those of both Internet and Web history, as the history of a given website is closely related to the history of both the Internet and the Web. Nevertheless, the history of a website cannot be understood exhaustively solely by using concepts and insights from Internet or Web history (cf. also Brügger 2007a) . 4 Writing the history of a website involves using many sources and methods similar to those used in writing the history of any other media type. For instance, the research project 'The History of www.dr.dk, 1996-2006' (cf. below) will be based on such sources as memos, minutes of meetings, reports, policy documents, correspondences, organizational charts, job descriptions, dummies, retrospective research interviews, biographies, diaries, memorabilia, legal texts and statistics.
But one document type requires special attention: the archived website. This is so because the problems involved in finding, collecting and preserving the website are different from those characterizing the archiving of other types of traces of human activity, including other media types.
The primary problem is that the actual act of finding, collecting and preserving changes the website that was on the live web in a number of ways, thus creating a unique version of it and not simply a copy. Therefore, it could be argued that the archived website constitutes a type of historical document, which in many ways differs significantly from other well-known document types.
The present article sets out, first, to discuss to what extent the archived website can be considered a new type of historical document and how its characteristics affect the task of the website historian who must later use it; second, the article discusses and attempts to formulate some methodological principles, rules and recommendations for a future critical textual philology of the website. Satisfactory answers to these two clusters of methodological questions are necessary stepping-stones on the path towards writing website history. 
Finding, Collecting and Preserving Websites
If we maintain that the act of finding, collecting and preserving changes the website that was actually on the live web, it becomes relevant to identify the reasons for this assertion. 6 In overall terms, one can distinguish between six ways of integrating web material in a web archive, and these six ways may be split into two main groups depending on whether the material is archived from the Net or delivered from the producer (some of the sub-groups may overlap).
Archiving from the Net:
a. Harvesting, capturing or filming b. Harvesting, capturing or filming 'ghost websites' c. Harvesting, capturing or filming websites archived on the Net by the producer 2. Delivery: a. Delivery of non-archived material from the producer b. Delivery of archived material from the producer c. Delivery from other archives
A Subjective Re-construction
Any kind of website archiving, whether done by means of harvesting, capturing and filming or delivery, is a re-construction based on the bits and pieces that stem from either the Web or the producer of the website. And this re-construction involves a number of subjective choices and unpredictable coincidences with regard to software, strategy and purpose, integration in an archive and so on (cf. Brügger 2005: 15-19, 30-31, 61-62 ; cf. also Schneider & Foot 2004: 115; Masanès 2006: 17-18, 76) . For instance, it must be decided whether one intends to harvest, capture or film the website, or employ a combination of these three methods, and if so, which combination? And does one intend to archive the entire website? How many levels should the archiving cover? Are photos, sound and moving images to be included? Is material to be collected from other servers? One must also decide the size of what could be called 'the archival element ' (cf. Brügger 2005: 40) and the archiving direction; in other words, how do we intend to 'slice up' the website? By using a variety of start URLs on more than one level? And in what order are the archivings from the start URLs to begin? And, finally, a number of choices must often be made with respect to the subsequent montage of the archived material.
In this way, the archiving of a website stands apart from the archiving of other types of objects, be they physical objects, including types of media such as the printed media, photographs and film, or electronic 'objects', from radio and TV broadcasts to cellular telephone services. Regardless of who stacks yesterday's newspapers at the library, they look the same, just as the TV programme looks the same regardless of who puts in the tape and presses the record button. The subjective element almost exclusively lies in the act of selecting rather than in the archiving process itself, which by and large consists of taking the objects out of circulation and preserving them as they were, unchanged (cf. Brügger 2005: 15-19) . 8 In contrast, archiving a website is an active process from the very beginning, where to some extent the archived website does not exist prior to the act of archiving; it is only created through the archiving process, on the basis of 'raw material' from the Internet or the producer (elsewhere I have used the expression 'a document of the Internet' to refer to the archived (harvested) website, cf . Brügger 2005: 30) . Two overall and interrelated consequences follow from this. First, the processes of research -for instance, the writing of website history -and archiving are closely connected, more than we know to be the case for other types of media. Second, archiving a website should be accompanied by deliberations as to method: Why and how has the archived version been created? (cf. Brügger 2005: 31-32, and Schneider & Foot 2004: 115) .
The fact that the archived website is a subjective re-construction constitutes a fundamental condition of all of the six distinct ways of integrating material in a website archive. But besides this, each of them is characterized by specific problems.
Archiving from the Net
The problems related to website harvesting have set the agenda for discussions of web archiving for the past ten years, and by now many of the problems have been detailed and to a certain degree solved (for reasons of space, only the problems related to harvesting are in focus in the following pages; problems related to capturing and filming are discussed in Brügger 2005: 47-60) . 9 However, the dynamic character of the Internet will constantly be a source of uncertainty in relation to harvesting, above all, the dynamic that I have called 'the dynamic of updating' (Brügger 2005: 21-27 ; cf. also Schneider & Foot 2004: 115) . The dynamic of updating refers to the fact that the content of a website may change during the process of archiving, and we do not know if, where, and when the updates occur, which has the following two consequences:
The first and rather obvious consequence is that we cannot be sure that we have everything in our archive. We will always have lost something in the asynchronous relationship between updating and archiving. The second consequence is less obvious, but no less serious. Not only do we lose something that was there, we are also in danger of getting something that in a way was never there -something that is different from what was really there. My archived version of a newspaper's website can be a combination of elements from two (or more) versions that were there at different times -but they were never there at the same time as they might now be in my archive. We thus face the following paradox: on the one hand, the archive is not exactly as the website really was in the past (we have lost something), but on the other, the archive may be exactly as the Internet never was in the past (we get something different). (Brügger 2005: 23) . 10 A variant of this problem is the fact that the greater the time span between two harvests of a website, the more difficult it is to date all elements on the website to a precise point in time. Thus, we cannot know to what extent the harvesting time is identical to the time of publication; in other words, we do not know how long the website, in all its dimensions, has been the way it is when the harvesting takes place. What is harvested is both a point in time (the time of harvesting) and a period of time (the period up to the time of harvesting). This characterizes all kinds of cross-sectional harvests made at considerable intervals.
The fact that evidence of human activities in the past cannot be dated to a precise point in time, or that the evidence might have been modified within a certain period of time, is in itself not new. Very often it is only possible to date utensils, documents and the like to a given period of time -an antique Greek vase was used between 200 and 100 BC; a document was written between the 8th and 9th centuries -but within the limits of this period of time, the object is identical to itself and is characterized by a one-dimensional temporal logic: It is the same vase or the same document; we are just unable to say precisely when it was created or used within the period. And even if the object has been subject to changes -the vase may have been re-decorated, the medieval hand-written manuscript overwritten, or pages added -the changes will almost always have left some datable traces, allowing us to date them within the period, based on a one-dimensional temporal logic with a clear 'before' and 'after'.
The situation is different for a website harvested at considerable intervals of time or for the first time. In this case, we have an end date (the time of harvesting) and perhaps a kind of start date (an earlier version), but within this period of time a continuous process of publication may have taken place, and it is very difficult to say if, where, and when this occurred, as in most cases publication does not leave any datable traces. Therefore, such an archived website may not be identical to itself within the period that can be delimited, and it is based on a multi-dimensional temporal logic: some elements on the archived website are from one point in time, other elements from another point in time. Imagine a preserved newspaper composed of bits and pieces from several newspapers from the period prior to the copy in question, but without any temporal indication on the fragments. Concerning the website, we might even encounter a temporal logic that not only extends back into the past, but also forward into the present or the future -for instance, when an older website contains commands that are set to get the current news headlines, weather forecast or the like from a web server, and will therefore get the news from the date of harvesting, and later on perhaps even present the news from the date the archive is consulted -like a year-old newspaper in the library suddenly showing today's weather forecast.
If we look at the second way of integrating web material in an archive, the harvesting of ghost websites, the problem is not the harvesting itself, or rather: the problems are not greater than or different from those encountered in harvesting in general. The problem is partly finding the material, partly dating it. First, we have to become aware of the existence of the material -here we often have to rely on other types of sources such as press releases, other media and other sub-sites. In this task, the producer will not always be much help, because systematic policies for discarding old material are rare. Second, we have to date a website that is harvested for the first time, and, as shown above, it may be difficult to determine how long it has looked the way it does at the time of harvesting.
The problems related to the third method, harvesting websites archived on the Net by the producer, resemble those characterizing the ghost websites; however, the problem of finding the material will probably be less significant, as it has been saved intentionally, which is why there will normally be links to it, just as it will often be easy to identify as archived material if it is marked with watermarks or the like.
Delivery
While harvesting has been setting the agenda in discussions of web archiving for some years, the problems that might be related to the delivery of old web material are unknown quantities, at least to my knowledge.
11 Hence, what is written about delivery in the present article is not based upon thorough discussions and experience; it should rather be considered a provisional catalogue of the possible problems.
In general, the fact that the archive is not in control of the formats of delivery (softas well as hardware) will constitute a problem for all three methods of delivery. First, reading the material can be problematic: File types may have gone out of use or it may be impossible to establish an adequate computer environment. 12 Second, integrating delivered material into existing archival structures and procedures can be problematic: must GIF, PDF or QuickTime files be converted to HTML or ARC files? Can an archive from 2007 integrate material from 1996 without automatically dating it to 2007? How can the material be made searchable if it is in a different format than the files of the archive and if it does not provide any kind of text (e.g., no URL, HTML); and must searchable data then be provided manually by the archive? How can material already in the archive be made to interact with delivered web material of the same website from the same date (e.g., individual files, sub-sites)? And so on and so forth.
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The problems related to the delivery of web material are supposedly not yet very great, which is probably a consequence of the fact that the number of websites archived by individual scholars (micro or on-demand archiving) is still rather limited. But assuming that website history -and website studies in general -will become more widespread, and that as a result the number of archives will grow, we may witness an increased demand for the mutual exchange of archived web material among scholars (micro to micro), on the one hand, and, on the other, retrospective collecting initiatives launched by the great (inter)national archiving institutions with the aim of supplementing and completing the cultural heritage (micro to macro).
14 Hence, we have good reason to put the problems related to the delivery of web material on the agenda.
If an archive is confronted with the first method of delivery -delivery of non-archived material from the producer -it will probably find the complex, fragmented, varied or unpredictable character of the material problematic. First, it may be difficult to re-create a meaningful unity -a web page, a website -out of a pile of heterogeneous bits and pieces. 15 Second, dating the material may constitute a problem. In contrast to harvesting, the problems are even more difficult in this respect because, unlike the time of harvesting, one cannot even be sure of having one fixed point in time. With harvesting, the problem is not determining a period of time but rather the possible lack of simultaneity and self-identity within the period, but the problem with the delivered material discussed here is that it can be difficult to 'insert' a time period in the fragmented continuum of, for instance, a collection of graphic files, a CMS database or the like. Thus, the problem is not (only) dating the material on a time line, but rather re-creating something that can be related to a time line in a meaningful way, as we cannot be sure that there is any consistent division in either the points or periods of time inscribed in the material.
Different kinds of problems can be expected to arise from the other method of delivery: delivery of archived material from the producer. It will probably have a more systematic character, but this may also constitute a complicating factor if, for instance, an entire computer environment has to be established in order to restore a backup version. It will probably be impossible to integrate such an environment in an existing archive, which is why the archive might have to harvest the restored version. The result will be a kind of 'double archiving' where the website is both re-created and harvested, resulting in two archiving phases, each characterized by specific subjective choices. Besides, documentation may be lacking, which can make it difficult to use the material.
The last method of delivery, from other archives, can entail all the problems mentioned above, but they may be aggravated in connection with collections from micro archives, because the variations in, for example, archiving purposes and the use of archiving software are probably greater among 'amateurs' than professionals. 16 Besides, the integration of corpora -material that has been archived as a whole, often to be used for a specific purpose in a research project -can constitute a special problem. In overall terms, a corpus resemble the strategy of event archiving, and in relation to this kind of material, it is important that the archived websites be marked as part of a corpus so that future users know why the material looks the way it does, as it was created with a specific purpose in mind; any supplementary documentation should also be supplied (e.g., the research questions, plans for the archiving process, the archiving log).
Besides all the problems emanating from both archiving the Net and the delivery of old web material, an overall problem for the archive should be mentioned: that of making the many different types of material in each of the six methods interact in a useful and meaningful way in the same archive, from both a technical and a conceptual point of view (cf. the question of the montage of smaller web elements into a meaningful unity is discussed in Brügger 2005: 39-62).
What Can We Expect to Find in a Web Archive?
As has been argued above, the well-known processes of finding, collecting and preserving appear to be different when the object in question is a website, both on a general level and when we look more closely at the six specific ways of integrating web material in a web archive. However, if one wishes to write website history, this is the way things are, and as website historians, we cannot afford to leave the many bits and pieces of web material without trying to make them useful as sources by integrating them into an archive, one way or another.
If the considerations above are taken as a starting point, then what can the historian who intends to write website history expect to find in a website archive? He or she can expect two things. First, that if several archived copies of a given website exist from the same date, they are very likely to be different from one another (to various degrees). This is because of the elements of subjectivity, creation and coincidence, which generally characterize the process of archiving or integrating a website into a website archive, just as the problems related to each of the six specific ways of integrating material into an archive also play a role. Second, the website historian cannot expect to find an original in the form of the website as it actually looked on the Internet at a given time, neither in the sense of finding an original among the different versions nor in the sense of reconstructing an original on the basis of the different versions. In both cases, this is because a version in the archive may either be lacking something (an 'incomplete' original), or it may consist of something that has never been on the Internet at the same time (a kind of 'incorrect' original due to a possible asynchrony between the website on the Net and the archived version) -and we have great difficulty in determining with certainty if and to what extent a given version is either 'incomplete' or 'incorrect'. In addition, some archiving software writes in the archived files (e.g., HTTrack), while other software does not (e.g., Heritrix).
Test of Versions in Existing Web Archives
If this is what can be expected, the question then arises of whether this is really what one finds when confronted with actual existing archives? In the spring of 2007, the research project 'The History of www.dr.dk, 1996-2006' was started. 17 In the context of the project, a pilot project entitled "Method study of the integration of Internet material directly received from producers" was being carried out, and part of this pilot project was a test examining the appearance of a website that had been archived on the same date (and, if possible, at the same time) in different archives, where it had been integrated on the basis of harvesting, capturing, filming or delivery from the producer. 18 Even if only four versions from one date have been tested thus far, the tendency is clear: with one exception, the four versions showed great differences in all respects.
A Critical Textual Philology of the Website
Because we can expect, on the one hand, that if several archived copies of a given website exist from the same date, they are very likely to be different from one another, and on the other hand, that an original in the form of the website as it actually looked on the Internet at a given time cannot be found, knowledge of an original website to which the different versions can be compared is still wanting, and we must therefore make do with relative comparisons based on an analysis of the differences and similarities between the existing copies. Therefore, if we intend to say something about how a given website looked at a given time on the Web -and if we want to do so on the basis of one or more archived websites -we cannot determine this with certainty, but only with various degrees of probability. Thus, professing to say what is true or false is not an option, instead we must make do with maybe/maybe not. In this task, we are very close to textual criticism of the philology of manuscripts, in the sense of both manuscript books and draft manuscripts. What might begin to emerge could be called a critical textual philology of the website.
Today, the number of website archives is rather limited, and as a consequence the number of different versions of the same website is also limited. But the problems related to a critical textual philology of the website are still a matter of principle, and their practical relevance is expected to grow as more archives are established, professional as well as non-professional. First, an increased number of archives will also increase the number of versions. Second, one can expect two opposing developments to take place: On the one hand, we can expect more -and more skilled -professional Internet archives, which means better qualities of versions, but on the other hand, we can also expect more non-professional archives to be made by website scholars, which means more versions made by amateurs as well as more versions made for special purposes (e.g., corpora made for a specific research project).
What follows is a brief outline of some of the methodological principles, rules, and concepts that a critical textual philology of the website could use to consistently say something about the probability of how a given website looked at a given time on the Web. 19 The considerations are based upon my work with archived websites from various archives -professional as well as non-professional archives -during the past six years, and their applicability and usefulness are being tested as part of the test mentioned above.
A number of the fundamental concepts and questions in 'classical' textual philology are relevant to a philology of the website, but they have to be brought into line with the archived website as a type of document based on a specific media materiality that is different from papyrus, parchment, paper, and printed books. 20 However, it should be stressed that the present article has no intention of giving a thorough presentation and discussion of textual philology in general, its epistemological history, different methods, schools, etc. The following lines are meant to be nothing more than a brief outline of some general lines of demarcation between 'classical' textual philology and website philology. 21 
From Manuscripts to Archived Websites
The objective of textual philology is basically to examine the differences and similarities between variants of textual evidence that resemble one another -fragments as well as entire works -with a view to either finding the most correct variant(s) or reconstructing a lost original, and to comment on these versions so as to give a critical account of their finding or creation and to make them understandable for future readers.
Within the textual philology of 'old' media, the variants being compared can vary in two respects. First, as regards the media type, one can compare variants written on papyrus, parchment or paper to each other (e.g., manuscript books or manuscript drafts), variants written on papyrus, parchment or paper to the printed version, and finally one can compare different printed variants. Second, with respect to the process of (re)creation of the variants, we can compare variants that are copies of one another (e.g., different copies of a specific manuscript book), one draft to another, a specific copy or a draft to the printed variant, and a printed variant to another printed variant (cf. Fig. 1 ).
Figure 1. Comparisons of Variants with Respect to Media Type and the Process of (Re)creation
Media type manuscript to manuscript to printed book Process of (re)creation manuscript printed book to printed book copy to copy + draft to draft + copy/draft to printed version + printed version to printed version + Figure 1 illustrates that as we move horizontally from manuscript book (written on papyrus, paper, or parchment) to the printed book, and vertically from various copies to the printed version, we move at the same time away from the endless copying and changing towards the stable, authoritative printed version of a book, which constitutes an original in relation to which all earlier copies can be evaluated, and to which all later copies are identical. 22 In this perspective, a textual philology of the website is close to the comparison of a copy to a copy, without any authoritative original at hand, as it is known from manuscript books or manuscript drafts.
The manuscript scholar who today is faced with a number of different ancient manuscript books or drafts knows for certain that they are identical to the manuscripts that actually were created and circulated in the past (given, of course, that they are not forgeries,). He or she 'simply' has to examine: a) the possible differences and similarities between them in order to determine if (and how) one or more of them constitute a source text or an earlier variant of a draft; b) the provenance and affiliation of the different variants backwards in time, because the question of a possible source text is related to variants that succeed one another in the past (cf. Fig. 2) . The website philologist, for his/her part, is subject to quite another media materiality, which is why he/she has to deal with other problems. His/her task is different from that of the 'classical' textual philologist in at least the following seven distinct ways (cf. Fig. 3 for the first three points).
1) Because he/she has reason to believe that none of the versions of the archived websites are identical to what was actually on the web in the past, he/she cannot 'just' examine the eventual differences and similarities in order to determine if one/more of them constitute a source text.
2) In contrast to the 'classical' textual philologist who examines versions succeeding in time, the website philologist deals with archived websites that are more likely to be from almost the same point in time (day, hour, etc.), which is why he/she has to trace differences and similarities in simultaneity instead of tracing provenance and affiliation backwards in time.
3) Insofar as the website philologist can be said to examine things backwards in time, he/she only takes one step back, whereas the 'classical' philologist in principle can extend his examination several steps back into the past. 4) Due to the materiality of digital writing, the object of the textual philologist of the website -the text -can be examined on several levels. On the one hand, there is the immediately perceptible level, where we see/hear the signifying units directly on the screen or in the speakers. On the other hand, there is the variety of underlying textual levels that are not immediately perceptible, but nevertheless make possible what we see/hear: above all, the source code (HTML, XML, etc.), but also the different layers of the Internet (the TCP/IP model, the OSI model or the like), layers that are all texts written in a digital alphabet with only two letters, 0 and 1 (cf. Finnemann 1999: 142-148; Brügger 2002a: 21) . The focus of the present article is mainly on the immediately perceptible layer, but obviously one can advantageously involve the non-perceptible layers.
5) Even if the archived website is preserved in an Internet archive, it may be subject to continuous re-writings in relation to long-term preservation, for instance when it has to be moved to another data format.
6) Due to the digital alphabet, it is possible to some extent to compare archived websites by automatic means (at least on the non-perceptible level).
7) It is possible that two exactly identical versions of the same website can exist in two different archives (most likely small, non-complicated websites that are rarely updated).
Bearing in mind the general considerations mentioned above, we shall now go into more detail about some of the possible methods and rules that can guide the work of the website philologist when he/she needs to say something consistent about the differences and similarities of several versions.
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Source Criticism
First of all, the website philologist must keep in mind the possible existence of different archived versions of the same web activity. First, one has to realize that the version one has found is not necessarily the only existing version, second, that one should try to trace other versions (in the same or in other archives), and third, that the more versions that are available, the more likely it is that one can determine how close the different versions are to the website that was once on the live web -and the reverse: the fewer, the more difficult.
Navigating and Examining
An archived website will very often be faulty and defective. However, the faults and deficiencies are not always immediately visible, but are only gradually revealed as one uses the archived website. Thus, use and trouble-shooting coincide, and trouble-shooting is often an ongoing process, which means that very often one has to make use of an archived website in other ways than a website on the live web. Some of the frequent faults and deficiencies are: first, that the link structure can be broken or defective in other ways, second, that textual elements or functions are missing. 24 In the first case, we have to navigate differently; in the second, we must examine the archived website using unusual means.
Navigating
In the case of a defective link structure, the following phenomena are often encountered, each in their own way forcing us to navigate with inventiveness and care.
a) The link does not work, but the link target is in fact in the archive, which is why what has actually been archived is not always found (this error is often encountered in menu items, which might cause the user to believe that the link target -e.g. a specific sub-site/web page -is not part of the archived version). The following alternative methods of navigating might be used: use a sitemap if possible, make detours (a subsite/web page is often linked to from more than one web page), click on anything, shift between text and graphic version (in older material), cut off the URL-address from behind (e.g. http://www.dr.dk/Nyheder/Temaer/Oevrige_temaer to http://www. dr.dk/Nyheder/Temaer to http://www.dr.dk/Nyheder).
b) The link is working, but the link target has not been archived, which can have the following consequences: either we are actually informed that the link target is not in the archive (this is the case in the Danish national Internet archive netarkivet.dk), or the link takes us to the correct URL but from another point in time, for instance to another day, or to the live web (this is the case with the archive archive.org, and the 'distance' between the versions can be up to several years). I use the term 'inconsistent linking' for this last phenomenon, and it is not only due to errors in the archived version itself, but is rather a result of the version being part of an archive with porous boundaries between the versions or to the live Internet. Thus, inconsistent linking adds a new dimension to the unreliability of sources. 25 In the first case, nothing is found because nothing was archived, and there is not much to be done about it; in the second case, you find something that is not part of the version from which you departed, and here we have to navigate with great caution (for instance in the archive archive.org it is not indicated very clearly that the link is inconsistent, as only the URL-address in the archive changes, e.g. from http://web.archive.org/web/20000228123340/http://www. yahoo.com to http://web.archive.org/web/20000229135040/http://www.yahoo.com/ (and inconsistent text is not marked).
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Examining
An archived website without missing elements or functions is very much the exception. However, valuable information about missing elements is often hidden in the archived website, thus making it possible to extract relevant information despite the fact that the information is not immediately manifest. The following three methods can be used to gain knowledge of missing elements (of the fact that an element is missing as well as what the element was). a) There is often a visual mark in the archived website, showing that an element -an image, a flash -is missing: Either the name of the file or file type appears, or a mouseover dialog box communicates the file name or the function that should have been performed.
b) The source code can reveal a great deal about what should have been displayed on the screen or why it looks 'strange' (for instance because a style sheet is missing).
c) When it comes to missing web pages or sub-sites, the site map or the menu items can indicate what might be lacking.
Thus, in a number of ways, the archived website itself communicates its own faults and deficiencies in a somewhat systematic and predictable manner (I use the term 'marked absence' for this phenomenon). However, we cannot rely on these kinds of marked absences. Sometimes an element is just absent, without any 'explanation' and often in an inconsistent manner (for instance an overall graphical element can be absent on, say, the front page, but present on a web page in a sub-site). Again, the above-mentioned click-on-anything method might come in handy.
All in all, with regard to deficient link structures and missing elements or functions, the overall method is: click on anything, use the source code, and examine every corner of the archived website, even if it appears useless at first glance.
Evaluating Probabilities
As mentioned above, the website philologist can only determine with various degrees of probability what a website or a given textual element actually looked like on the live web -either in terms of the element being present/not present at all, or in terms of the 'content' of the element, that is, what is present -and he/she therefore has to make do with relative comparisons. However, the nature of these relative comparisons is to be described in more detail. This will occur, first, by suggesting how relative comparisons can be performed, and second, with a view to guiding and improving these comparisons, by discussing the relevance of involving considerations of the proximity in time and space of the versions, the expected speed of change of the textual elements on the web page, as well as knowledge of the types of texts on the web page, of genre characteristics and of typical websites from the period in question.
The Least Deficient Version as Original
In light of the absence of an original, one way of getting as close to having an 'original' for the comparisons as possible is to use the least deficient version as the original (by 'original' is not meant 'as it was on the web', but just the most complete of the available versions). Thus, one could proceed in the following manner:
1. Evaluate the different available versions with regard to quality: Are all textual elements present, do they work properly, are all sub-sites present, etc.?
2. Choose the most complete as the point of departure for the comparisons.
3. Compare this version to the other versions in order to establish differences and similarities; the comparisons can either be in toto (if the similarities dominate) or be focused on specific points (the textual elements, the number of sub-sites, etc.) if the differences dominate, in order to avoid too complex a comparison.
Proximity in Time and Space
When we are to compare several web pages to each other, we could use the following five-step method, where proximity in time and space of the different archived versions is prioritized. We should compare the textual elements on the individual web page to other web pages from:
1. the same version 2. another version from the same day in the same archive 3. another version from the same day in another archive 4. another version from an earlier/later day in the same archive
another version from an earlier/later day in another archive
The steps are prioritized from top to bottom, indicating that we lower the probability the more we are forced to move down the list of steps, thus assuming the following rule: The closer the compared versions are to each other in terms of time (from same version to same day to earlier/later day) and space (same version, same archive, another archive), the greater the possibility of rendering probable what a given textual element actually looked like on the live web. 27 At first sight, this rule seems to conflict with the requirement mentioned earlier, namely that we should try to trace other versions, and that the more versions we have available, the more likely it is that we can determine how close the different versions are to the website on the live web. This is still true, but the rule of proximity primarily applies when we actually compare the different available versions, if we have been able to locate more than one.
Speed of Change
Based on the assumption that the various textual elements on a web page change at different speeds with regard to both position and content, one can place their expected speed of change within a given period (e.g., a day) on a continuum with two poles: stability and high-frequency changes. If the same textual element is present at the same position on more than one of the web pages of the website (or sub-site), it can be considered a stable element. And if an element is specific to an individual web page, it is more likely to be changing at a high-frequency. These considerations can be a cause for formulating the following rule: The more stable an element is, the greater the increase in the possibility of rendering a probable picture of what it actually looked like on the live web.
Types of Texts
Moreover, a web page can be considered a signifying unit, consisting of a complicated system of texts and paratexts, paratexts being the small textual elements that serve as a threshold to the text itself, either on the same page or on others -a menu item, a headline, interposed excerpts, a footer, 'bread crumbs' that indicate the position of a web page on a website, etc.
28 And these paratexts can form a network on either a local, 'regional', or global scale on a website: For instance, the main menu items that are present on all (or at least the majority) of web pages are global paratexts; some menu items are only present on the web pages of a sub-site, which is why they can be considered regional paratexts, and finally the local paratexts -e.g., specific headlines -are not present on more than one web page (cf. Fig. 4) .
Following these lines of thought, we might assume the following rule: As we move from the global paratexts of the website via the regional and local paratexts to the text itself, we also move from stable to presumably high-frequency changing textual elements, thus decreasing the possibility of rendering probable pictures of what the element actually looked like on the live web.
However, concerning the texts themselves (and not the paratexts), different expected speeds of change also seem to be at work, depending on the type of content. A description of a television programme aired a month ago is probably stable; a news item that is continuously replaced or moved further down the web page can be characterized as mezzo stable, and text in debates or chat is supposedly changing at a high frequency.
Finally, one can point to other elements of expression that are presumably relatively stable, such as layout, backgrounds, typography, etc.
Genre Characteristics
The question of expected speed of change also applies to the entire website (or sub-sites) in terms of genre, because a website can as such be positioned on the continuum between stable and high-frequency changes. A few examples can illustrate this. A sub-site with games, etc., for small children is likely to be relatively stable. A sub-site made in relation to a weekly television serial is probably stable when the serial is not being aired, changing once a week when it is being aired. A news sub-site can, on the one hand, change rapidly, but on the other hand it can also have thematic sections (about elections, wars, etc.) that can vary between frequent changes as the event takes place, relative stability as it fades out, and the sub-site can end up being totally unchanged when the theme has ended. And finally, a sub-site with debate is likely to be characterized by high-frequency changes. We can therefore formulate the following rule: A given textual element is less likely to have been changed if it is found on a website or sub-site that is supposedly relatively stable in terms of genre.
Characteristics Typical of the Period
Finally, it can be relevant to involve knowledge of typical websites from the period of time in question. This could involve, for instance, knowledge about the characteristic ways of constructing web pages in general, what menu items, navigation features or other text items may look like and how they may be positioned, use of the paratextual system, etc.
A Constellation of Indicators
When we are to evaluate the probabilities of what a given textual element actually looked like on the live web, we can use the above-mentioned phenomena as a set of indicators. One by one, they can indicate whether the probability is high or low; for instance the probability is relatively high if we can compare web pages from the same version, and Moreover, these indicators also interact. Thus, the probability is relatively high that a given element actually appeared on the live web as it is in the archive if, for instance, the same element is present at the same position in several versions from the same day in the same archive, and if it is a supposedly stable type of text on a supposedly stable sub-site genre, and if this is supported by knowledge of typical websites from the period. And in between the constellations of indicators that are either clearly high or low in terms of probability, we find a variety of conflicting intermediate forms where the more the indicators point in different directions, the more blurred the picture becomes. What has been said thus far about the evaluation of probabilities can lead to formulation of the following general rule: the more indicators that point towards a high probability, the higher the probability becomes in general, and vice versa. Thus, using a method that aims at exposing the constellation of the indicators mentioned above enables us to be more precise when evaluating the probabilities of what a given textual element actually looked like on the live web.
Figure 5. Indicators of High and Low Probabilities
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Comments and References
In order to facilitate the evaluation of different versions of archived websites, it is recommended that one use the variety of information that in a number of ways 'comments' on the archived website. The following types of information can be of great help.
a) The date and time of the archiving (can be part of the file name or the URL if the archive is accessible on the Internet (e.g., archive.org)).
b) Supplementary documents, for instance a plan for the archiving process, a log book or log file (either manually created or automatically generated by the harvesting software); these kinds of documents may contain information about the software used, the starting/ending time and the intervals of the archiving, the starting URLs, the parameters set, errors encountered, whether the archiving is part of a corpus, etc.
c) Other general information, for instance that a given version is part of a selective harvesting that has been performed several times a day.
d) Information about how the material has been integrated into the archive, be it by archiving from the Internet or by delivery from the producer.
The more of these comments that are available, the easier it is for the website scholar to evaluate a version and to explain faults and deficiencies among versions. Besides, this kind of information can turn out to be very important, at least from the scholar's point of view, as existing archives become integrated with one another, for instance when material from the producers or the scholar who has archived a website as an object of study is delivered to a national Internet archive (cf. Brügger 2007a: 10) . This information will also make it easier to make unambiguous references to an archived website. In this regard it is suggested:
• That an archived website be referenced as it has been observed in a given archive, for instance: "www. • That the reference always be as precise as possible, preferably referring to a specific web page (in the example above, the web page is the 'front page' of www.dr.dk)
Conclusion
As a new field, website history -and any kind of history writing that involves an archived website -is still in its infancy, but if it is to become an integrated part of media history as well as of Internet history in general, we must discuss how the archived website can be used as a historical document, and what a website archive should look like if it is to be as useful as possible for media scholars. To summarize and conclude, it is argued here that any archived website is a reconstruction that does not exist in a stable form before the act of archiving, but is only created through the archiving process on the basis of web elements -both harvested and delivered -that are characterized by a variety of dynamics and temporal logics. Thus, the archived website stands apart from other archived media types, and it challenges the media historian in new ways, with regard to both the creation and the use of archived websites.
The media scholar who sets out to archive a website has to take into consideration, first, that the processes of research and archiving are closely connected, and second, that archiving a website has to be accompanied by methodological deliberations. In other words: What one wishes to examine in a later analysis should to a certain degree already be anticipated at the time of archiving.
And when the media scholar wishes to use archived websites as sources, he/she has to bear in mind that if several archived copies of a given website exist from the same date, they are very likely to be different from one another, and that he/she cannot expect to find an original in the form of the website as it actually looked on the Internet at a given time. Therefore, the archived website has to be treated differently than other well-known types of documents, even -or maybe especially -the website on the live web. The present article has attempted to outline some of the methodological principles, rules and recommendations that can help the media scholar in this task, based on the assumption that a number of the fundamental concepts and questions in 'classical' textual philology are relevant to a critical textual philology of the website, and that they have to be brought into line with the specificity of the archived website.
Finally, it should be stressed that the problems of the archived website are not only relevant to website history, as in practice most website studies are based on some kind of archiving of the website with a view to preserving a stable analytical object, except for studies of the live web. Therefore, what has been argued about the special characteristics of the archived website is not limited to website history, but is in fact broader in scope, aimed at website studies in general.
The present work has made only a small contribution to the foundation of website history by putting some of the fundamental methodological issues on the agenda. Obviously, more work is needed in the future to elaborate and refine the theoretical considerations as well as the methodological principles, rules, and recommendations outlined above. Foot describe as 'the web sphere': "a set of dynamically defined digital resources spanning multiple Web sites deemed relevant or related to a central event, concept, or theme" (Schneider & Foot 2006: 20, cf. also 20-21, 27-35) . In web sphere analysis, the focus is less on the individual web site than on the theme that unites various websites (one could maintain that it is a way of conceptualizing web activities that is similar to the archiving strategy of 'event harvesting'; cf. Brügger et al. 2003: 6-7) . 5. The underlying and fundamental question of what is understood by 'website' will not be discussed in this article. It should just be mentioned that no matter which criteria one uses to delimit a specific website, historical studies of websites have added a new dimension to 'website studies', because it can be difficult to decide how the website should be delimited over time: Did it have the same boundaries two, five and ten years ago? For a definition of what can be understood by 'website' see Brügger 2007a : 84-87, Brügger 2009 , and Brügger 2008b (forthcoming) . 6. For a general introduction to and discussion of web archiving, see Brügger 2008b (forthcoming) . 7. These six ways of integrating web material into a web archive are clarified and discussed in more detail in Brügger 2007b: 3-6. 8. Other subjective elements are related to long-term preservation -for instance, when the material has to be moved to another data format or to another media type (e.g., analogue to digital). For a discussion of the problems of long-term preservation of web content, see Masanès 2006 : 177-199. 9. Cf. Brown 2006 , Brügger 2005 , Masanès 2006 , as well as papers and proceedings from the International Web Archiving Workshop (IWAW, organized since 2001, see www.iwaw.net). Cf. also reports and other activities at the International Internet Preservation Consortium (http://netpreserve.org). 10. The problem of updating is discussed in more detail in relation to the front pages of newspaper websites in Falkenberg 2006: 8-9 . What changes is the news item in toto, but on both a macro level (logo, overall structure and layout etc.) and a micro level (the actual text of the news item), newspaper websites tend to be rather static, as is evident, for instance, in the fact that the text of the news item is rarely changed once it has been published. 11. This also applies to my book Archiving Websites. General Considerations and Strategies (Brüg-ger 2005) , which only very briefly refers to delivery-related problems in the first chapter (p. 12).
To my knowledge, one of the first experiments with delivery from the producer to an Internet archive was carried out in 2001 in the 'netarkivet.dk' research project, the precursor to the na-23. It should be mentioned that the methods and rules outlined in the following are not all relevant in relation to all types of archived websites. 24. A textual element is understood as a defined coherent textual unit, composed of one of the following four formats of expression: written words (or the like), still images, moving images, or sounds. Textual elements could, for instance, be a headline and the body text (writing), a photograph (image), a banner ad or a news story from television (moving images), or a piece of music (sound) (cf. Brügger 2007b: 84-85) . 25. A special type of inconsistent linking is what could be termed 'inconsistent text', namely the fact that a textual element on an archived web page contains commands that are set to get the current news headlines, weather forecast or the like from a web server (cf. the section "Archiving from the net" above). In the archived version, this information will be retrieved automatically from the live web (if the URL still exists), but without making note of the fact. Basically, we are dealing with an inconsistent link, but the content of the link target is seamlessly merged into the text of the archived webpage, which makes the text as such inconsistent, a fact that is not brought to the user's attention. 26. This method of inconsistent linking in archive.org is part of a deliberate policy, cf. "Not every date for every site archived is 100% complete. When you are surfing an incomplete archived site the Wayback Machine will grab the closest available date to the one you are in for the links that are missing. In the event that we do not have the link archived at all, the Wayback Machine will look for the link on the live web and grab it if available" (http://www.archive.org/about/faqs. php#202, accessed 12 July 2007). 27. This method presupposes that one has more than one web page from the website in question, which is normally the case if one has access to an archived website. If one has only one web page from a given website (e.g., a pdf file or the like) and neither (parts of) the whole website nor versions from the immediately surrounding days, one is in an unfortunate position. 28. The history of paratexts is discussed by Gérard Genette in Genette 1997, mostly with regard to the printed novel. Danish scholar Finn Frandsen has outlined a development of Genette's insights in order to adapt them to the newspaper, see Frandsen 1991 and 1992 . Cf. also Brügger 2007a for a brief discussion of paratexts in relation to the website. 29. This method focuses on the textual elements of the individual web page, but it will probably also be useful in determining the structure of a website, i.e. the presence of sub-sites.
